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ABSTRACT 

In this pa.per, we are particularly interested in the automatic generation of zonal model. We 
show how a. program can deduce with expert rules a partitioning suitable for the main driving 
flows encountered in the room under study and how appropriated local model are chosen and 
connected each other. To illustrate our purpose, we solve the case of a ventilated bidimensional 
cavity. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The first works lead in the 70's [Lebrun, 1970], are arisen from the both necessities : 
- one is to manage the energy in buildings because of the energy crisis at this period. 
- the other is to find an intermediate method between the multizone model too much im-

precise and the numerical simulations using CFD codes, too much greedy in computational 
resources for large scale problems. 

The goal of zonal modeling is then to describe the thermal stratification taking account of 
the heating and ventilating system to predict the thermal needs and the system efficiency, 
the thermal comfort and the air quality in rooms [Laret, 1980],[Howarth, 1980],[Inard, 1988], 
[Inard and During, 1991]. The domain is divided in zones corresponding to elementary flows ex
pected in the room that is expertised by the conceptor. To each zone, energy and mass balance, 
eventually state equations are provided. Then, the conceptor built the model for the special 
problem under study and the equational system is solved. 

The main drawback of this approach is the generated model depends totally on the concep
tor's analysis needing in the same time, physical expertise and modelling knowledge. Actually, 
the partitioning requires experimental studies to give an idea to the users of the global dynam
ical behavior of the air in the room. 

So, instead of doing the partitioning by the user himself, we propose to build a tool which 
can do its own qualitative analysis using expert rules based on the geometry and the boundary 
conditions and which is able to adapt itself to different kind of problems. We illustrate the 
analysis process with a ventilated bidimensional enclosure. 
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2 THE AUTOMATIC:GENERATION OF ZON°AL MODELS 
.1 ! 

2.1 The structure and the functions ' ' 
The zonal model generator is composed by three parts: 

� ._. 

' 1 
The first part is the knowledge database divided in the facts database and the rules 
database. The facts database describes the 'problem. The rules database uses the facts 
database in order to deduce others facts. . ' 
The second part is the library where all the local models are stored. 

The third part is· the qu:tlitative motor ·�hose functions are\pe recognition of the elemen
tary flows using rules, 'the determination of the boundaries of zones associated to each 
elementary flow and the choice of the appropriated model in the library. 

Each part of the zonal mo�et;�enerator �ust be independant��d extensibl� that is new rules, 
new models can be easely added to treat others types of problems. 

2.2•·; The· domain· pa1!titi:oning 
Now, we concentrate our ait��

·
tion oi;i the partitioning of a two-dimensional cavity (H meters high 

an L meters long) wi�h an horizontil isqth��mal jet through an inlet h meters wid� (figure 1). 
The jet ·veloclty at the inlet exit is V0 and its ten:perature To is equal to the walls temperature 
Tp. Because of the hypothesis of air incompressibility, the mass flow ·rate arriving intb the cavity 
is equal to the outgoing one. 
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Figure 1: Two-dimensional cavity with an horizontai\�othermal jet. 
: J � i ; : l: 

.. ,; · ·To solve this problem.the generator of model follows five main steps in the following order: 
: . •  _'if : , I ,, . 

"1"' Dejiriitiort of.th'e main ·driving flow 

If we_ su�pos�.'�.hat .tw.o-dim1en�ior,t_a! .��ometry can 9e d�c,ri��a' by a; set �f line' s,egme�ts 4efmed 
by .two points,. .the d.ata �re tli.e q9orainates of tw9 points the th er qi al <µi� dyriamic boundary 
c�nd!t ism� and a st

'
r,ing .<;li,it��g1,1isliing �ad� ·�nd , 'in'te�naJ boundarie'�. Then', � set 'or �·ules "tests . } ' 1 1\ , • l ' ' O 0 _ ' 1 f I I : ' I • , _l 1 JO � 'J J these facts to deduce others facts : . �or. exan;i.,ple, f?.. �ingle. h�at fl� oq a seg!Uent gener_at�s a ' ,,., 1 1 r ·'.' · I 11 • • J ,, , , � �.- ' plume perpendicullarly to the segment, in the same way a single mass flow generates a jet, a 

segment which is a hot or cold wall versus a fixed reference temperature generates a natural 
convection flow. (cf.����it\�!;'.1n•:;, iL:n'.::t»i ':"1: l,C; "-.,r;,,,)\,,',_, h(�.1-. r·\n'.i. ·.r1•, \· \}117\.r.\'.�·;\'-; .. ;, 

tc..•, . ( :  

·I''"· : '• 
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IfTp� Trcf then it's 
Natural.Convection . , -

. ' . U(ci,y)=ii T(O;yl=Tp _, ' • 
: ' 

V(O.y)=Vo 
'.l Rllle'z: .· 

If V<l > 0 lhcn there is an 
Ajr Entran�� : 

- ,,; : r, 

U(O,y)=O •_! �<I!:, ' H\ t d , • ' 
V(O,y)=O dy , y=O i ;t 

If 41> >Olhcn lhcn: isu 
Heat Source.,, 

,, 

'. 
Figure 2: Three 

'
examples of qualitative rules. 
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In our case, the. niai'ri fia,w is the_ hli{j�t idue to ventifati'.{jit;.:tanger1t1�1 to the ceiling. By 
testing the sign of the initial mass flow rate and, the position of the inlet in the cavity, the 
generator knows the flow direction. •,!f ; \ Y\' • · 1 

2- Definition of the specific elementary flow to be generated 
:·· h' \ h s :. 

Qualitat�ve rules specify as much as possible the model. For instance, .ip' case of the jet on 
figure 1, a rule distinguishes a wall jet from aJr�e jet, another one specifies if it is a cold, a 
warm or an isothermal jet, other rules specify its position (vertical or horizontal) and evaluate 
its penetration depth, Dp [Adre and Albright, 1994]. According to the jet penetration depth 
and the wall proximity a corner is detected or not. All these informations a re contained within 
a string, Model, �vaUa.bl�· for consultation at eich 'step of the pa.rtitioning process and written 
as following : · · 

· ' ' 

::i.:· . . . ' 

Model= ['JET,WALL,ISDTHERMAL,HDRIZONTAL,Dp=0.9 L','CDIN'] 
� . ; ' :,' ·. . �· "d J 1·?.) . 

3- Definition of the boundaries of the zone 
':. . . 

Once the nature of the local flow is known, the generator-�f�,zE)nai';tnod,els has1 to.determine the 
.. ?oundaries of the zone where the detected eleni,ert?-fY flow is avail�ble. . 
·To estimate de maximal tnickne$s fJ of the isothermal jet', we suppose· the jet :velOcity' limit is 
7qual to j'3 of its maxim.3.J value:: Then ,  8 ,is th� ��!u'tion of equ:a.tion 1. written from ti:(� velocity 
profil established by [Schwartz and Cosart 1961] : · 

• . • : •I • , ., 

fJ 
0.01 = exp[-0.937 (bv - 0.14)2] 

. " 

with bv, the characteristic jet dimension [Rajaratnam, 1976], (cf. figure 4) : 

bv = 0.068(x - lOh) 
The jet zone is a polygon (cf. figure 3). ·-- �- -

4- Definition of the a:ppropriated m�del 
,' . '} 

-·-.I 

- h· ·. i:: ,._ ' ) 

(1) 

(2) 

Using qualitative rules, the appropriated model for each zone is attributed. The inputs of the 
elementary models are the geometry descriptors which delimitate the d<I>main where the model 
is available, plus the boundary conditions on the segment which is used to find the model. 
The outputs are the new boundary conditions on ea.ch ·�01mda.ries, thercal°'ul11s) Qf heat �nd',In.a,ss 
fl.ows and the local,analytical sq,lu tion. 
'yti�,���-�Is tan '.b� ·issued iro.fA th e' litteratu're like'· the 'i htegfa1 metho:ds roPthe. _bou'iid'i!.ty layer.s. 

•" •11••1 , . . .. n''"• r' J " .r . •  - .. • ,. . . ... · "I" ·• I ·i ·· 

They c'an n'e'also empidca:C corre lations for j>lu'mds at j�ts: A'.11.t'he moCl.els ·�re'stoi:ed'in a hbra:ry. 
;�fote !itl��ft6'\ro plMmebt �£� -analitlc�l .!m·odel�;1 we ne�d to':ihanipul�te cit :der:ive syrhooli�! 'E!x-

: pf�ijsib;s: s·0;-v.,�':use a'.' c�ili�u t'�r·a.1gJWr:� �yst�'irt1: Mapl� v. ;·r·· ' .. · ;  · , , · i ·· ·1 ' 
·'t :� "=' ... �, 1(1 r;.! ' •} f' ';��tir ' .'L T lf· • 'J ::� j:-� - �- I l)l :1 , ;;, 1;_--.,q i'l"il :r 

I � • /, �-._ ' ' } 'I 

5- Updating of the data and definition of the overall parttti�.fiiJg

The partitioning of the cavity is performed step by step as it is shown on figure 3. Hence, 
at the end of this step (whiclf�orresponds to step:t on the figure 3), there are new boundary 
conditions based on the adjacent solution$ just ,d,et�rmined for the new unknown domain (the 
tinted zone on the figure)�· · · 

Then, zones just created (the je� zone and the co:rnei:;.,zone) are taken ,a�ay from the empty zone 
. I. .. . ' .. �) 

that remains to be filled. ,., 

The same iteration is perforrued until the whol�nnitial domarn'has'b'een filled with local solution. 
The end of the partitioning is summed up on the figure 3. 

' • . ; I . c. 
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-· ' 

" Figure 3: Example of the partitioning progress -
• > J r !' ·1' ' i I 

The connection between zones is checked by the continuity of mass flow rates. 'In the jet zone 
(zone" 1) nrnss fl.'Ow rates a'.re evaluatedl by the analytical model exposed in the paragraph just 
after. In the b�u?fiary 1:aY r. 'z�:Hl.e (zone 3), the simplified Navier:-Stokes equation's are solved 

. with the Karman-Po:tilhausen. integral. method [Holman, 1990]. The mass flow rate at the exit is 
'expressed from the v:elocity p'r6fi.��- CorQ.-ers (zones 2, 4, ?)'and zo��s 5,7 are used,� tr,�nsition 
·zones where the mass balince is· only ·pr ovided. Note that, in ca.5e of the zone 5, 'an u'nknown 

1 
• (noticed q4'1�n t'.he fig�r�' :?) is introduc�d. This is writ��� in funct.ion of q5 whose sii� c?�I? be 

· guessed ltom the flow dfrectio:n. The latest equations of'the global system to be solved are the 
,. I :., • 

mass balance equations on the current zone (zone 8). Disregarding equations in zones 21 3 and 
6, the global system is : 

-.- wlffi 

2.3 . . .  Results._. _ ___ ·- . . 

q2 - qo - q1 
qo - q3 - q2 
q3 - q5 + q4 
q� - (-q5) 

q" q 1 - 4 
- ·-·- . . , ,; ql + ql 
- -·-

0 zone 1 
- 0 zone 4 

0 zone 5 
= 0 zone 7 

0 zone 8 
ql � 

The model used for the isothermal wall jet is issued from the work of [Schwartz and Cosart, 1961] 
-<anq {Rajaratnam, 1976]. The:no.tations are rep0rted''fi)n the fi:gure 4'.T 1:11 : , ,J) : .  , " :1 : 
The velocity profil used:'is-an e:xrponent1a1 pattern on'e: c', ; . ., '; i 'C.J:,,•1 -,i! ' J: •31; .: i 

V = Vmexp[-0.937(77- 0.14)2] avec 77 = y/bv 

Vm = Vo 3 .5� 
• /• ':'I,_/ I 1, • t f 

V m, the maximal velocity 

The ma:ss:flow:rate inside the je:t:is estimated hdhe shearfayer'regibn :' .·; .. 
•"j -,I , . h j : · >' '.! . • ,  ' . : I •:<: 

r 
. (j"=:= p Vo \[ 1 + 0.?4 (�) + 0�004? (�) o.sl .> 

(3) 

<. 

': '.._ ,; : O i ',: � T'' ; -,. r 

. , ; . . ·-· . ..... 

(4) 

(5) 



and in the full developped jet __ �egion : 

:.·.! 

. /x q = P Vo h o.248yx 

y 

[ xpot 
' I 'Shear layer 

region 
Full developped jet region 

� .�. ' ' 

Fi�ure 4: Isothermal wall jet 

(6) 

J(. 

To test the relevance of our approach, we compared the mass flow rate obtained by analyt
ical models with the results calculed by a CFD code,(figure 5). The initial data values are : 
Vo= 0.91 m.s-1, To= Tp = 293 K, H = 3 m, L = � m. 

,;. • .: '·' 

We note that the mass flow rate carried into the .·et is underevaluated by the ,!mplemented 
model in the first part of the jet "z�ne correspondip.g ,to the shear layer region '(cf. figure 4). 
Conseque�tly, the rest of mass flo� .rate carried into' the ��cond part of the jet zone is overeval
uated an,d.:the mass fi(;w r.�te reported a:t the., exit of �ones_ 5' ��d .6 ,'cn1 t�1,e ng�re 3 are mistaken. 
These atif e�ences shows �9w the ��oice of the n:o91el 1 is imJ?ortant,. W.<t- cap think reasonably 
that a m<S'del more accurate in the jet shear layer reg}ori \Yould bring out better r.esults. In order 

1' t'o· impro'v_e the analysis process, we could consider s�veral._model d�e�cribii:lg .an iso,tbermal wall 
. jet. marked in function of t.�eir reliabll

_
fty. Hence, the generator of II;}pde_l cou.�? prop?se ·�ever al 

possiblit(, with different f��t.hfol degre;es. 
: · 

Visualisa1ion des tnmslerts de mau.e dens la piece en kg/s 

2,S 

I 
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I I 
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. I 

! · . . . : : ! ' 
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' 0.0917 

Figure 5: On the left: The·ma.58 flow r.ate·�k·g�l,s) calculated; :by:the:zon�l·approadv{Game)i On 
the right: The mass flow rate (kg/s) cakulated�by a-.CFD.-code (Fluent)·:.;,:/"·,,: · . ; •' �,, ·,,· 

3 CONCLUSION 

•t  I : t. ' � � t ' I : .: , 1 ·• • 

We develop a tool which can generate zonal models automatically. We show that a minimum of 
expert rules can give a,gposf qyali:tq,tive description_,of ll; bidimensional simple.,pro}?lem. 
More complex problems with, for example, anisothermal jet could be solved. In addition, we 
have to manage a situation where �ever�! main flows conflict with each other. Thus, in the case 
of a wall plume and a boundary .Jayer in natural' convection, two possibilities exist : either the 
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ambiant temperature depending on both main flows is lower than the wall temperature and the 
flow rises in the boundary layer or inversely the flow goes down in the boundary la,yer. Solving 
these problems needs to increase the rules database and the library of models. 
At this time, the extension to three-dimensional problems is under way. Instead of segments, 
we work with facets which can create complications for the partitioning. But the basic principle 
remains the same. 
Finally, in future development, this qualitative information (that is the dimensions and the na
ture of zones describing the thermal and dynamical behavior of the air inside rooms) could be 
transmitted to a generator of code. 
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Nomenclature 

bv : characteristic thickness of the jet [m] 
h : dimension of the inlet [m] 
H, L : dimensions of the cavity [m] 
qi, i=0 .. 5 : mass flow [kgs-1] 
Tref : reference temperature [K] 
To : jet temperature [K] 
Tp : wall temperature [K] 
U : velocity component (x direction) [ms-1] 
V : velocity component (y direction) [ms-1] 
Vo : jet velocity just after the inlet [ ms-1] 
Vm : maximal velocity of the jet [ms-1] 
Xpot : Shear layer length of the jet [m] 
o : maximal jet thickness [m] 
<I>0 : Heat flux wm-1 
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